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Last Updated: October 19, 2022 5:43 PM EST
Key Updates:
• Terror has been slightly reordered and cleaned up, 

and the Vox cards now use the terrorize keyword. 
(To see the changes to the Vox cards in the TTS 
mod, turn off the Mod Caching option.)

• You can put resources in the leftmost space 
without Terror or the leftmost empty space, not 
rightmost. (Brain fart.)

• You may split your 5 ships across your two starting 
systems in any way, even 5 and 0.

• The Market is renamed the Court.
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Introduction
In Arcs, you will lead a spacefaring society through an epic saga. A game of Arcs lasts until someone 
has at least 20 Power (4 players) or 23 Power (3 players), and the player with the most Power wins.
Broadly, you gain Power by completing ambitions, which are objectives you can declare during 
play. These are scored at the end of the hand, when everyone runs out of action cards. The game 
lasts a varying number of hands, usually three to five.

Learn Fast, Play Fast!
If you'd like to learn Arcs by watching a how-to-play video, use the QR code below.
You can also find it in the Resources section for Arcs on our site: ledergames.com/arcs

What’s in the Box
Map
The map of the galaxy is where the action happens. You can move your ships around it, battle 
enemies for control over its systems, and tax resources from its many planets.

Player Pieces
Each player has the following pieces. The box contains pieces for 4 players.

Player Board 
This board holds up to 6 resources and tells you what they do.

Ships (14 figures) 
Ships can move around the map and battle enemies.

Buildings (5 starports, 5 cities) 
Buildings are built on planets. Starports can build ships, and cities can be taxed 
for resources.

Influence (10 cubes) 
Influence cubes are placed on cards in the Court next to the map in order to take 
them later. They are not limited by the box contents.

Power Marker 
This marker tracks the player’s current Power on the map edge.

Cards 
Action (7 each of 4 suits) 
These cards are played to take actions and declare ambitions.  
In games with 3 players, all of the “1” and “7” action cards are removed.

Guild Support (<X>) 
These cards represent the backing of influential guild masters and special task forces. They are 
gained from the Court and add to some ambitions. Some give persistent powers, and some can be 
spent for one-time powers.
Vox Populi (<X>) 
These cards represent the forces of mass people power that players can manipulate toward their 
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own populist ends. They are gained from the Court and give immediate powers.

Secret (<X>) 
These cards represent long-lost or newly discovered technologies that require specialized 
knowledge to implement. They are gained from the Court and provide persistent powers.

Other Pieces 
Resource / Terror Tokens (5 each of Material, Fuel, Weapons, Psionic, Relics) 
Resources represent not just physical assets but also people who are skilled 
in using them. They are taxed from cities and are spent for special powers. 
Their backs have Terror, which you gain by destroying enemy cities.

Battle Dice (6 each of Assault, Bombard, Raid) 
These dice are used to resolve battle.

Ambition Markers (3—marked 6, 4, 3) 
These markers are used to mark declared ambitions.

Declaration Marker 
This marker covers the lead card’s initiative number, making it 0, when an 
ambition is declared.

Escalation Markers (8) 
These markers are added to ambitions that tie, increasing their value. They 
are not limited by the box contents.

Initiative Marker 
This marker shows which player will take the first turn of a round.

Hyperlane Markers (5) 
In games with 3 players, these markers enable fast movement between 
adjacent systems.

Aid Sheets (4) 
These sheets give a summary of how to play and what actions you can take.

Organizing the Box
<Some stuff about organizing the box here?>
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Setup
1. Set Up Table

A. Place the map on the table and collect the 18 battle dice (6 each in 3 colors), 3 ambition 
markers (6, 4, 3), declaration marker, and 25 resource tokens (5 each of Material, 
Weapons, Fuel, Psionic, and Relics) on their Resource side nearby.

B. Give the initiative marker on its Unseized side to a random player.
C. If you’re playing with 3 players, return the 8 action cards marked “1” and “7” to the box.
D. Shuffle all of the Secrets cards into the secrets deck. Deal 2 secrets cards into a row beside 

the secrets deck. This is half of the starting Court.
E. Shuffle all of the Vox Populi and Guild Support cards into the court deck. Deal 2 court 

cards into a row beside the court deck. This is the other half of the starting Court.
F. If playing with 3 players, the player with the initiative marker places 5 hyperlane markers 

onto the map—3 hyperlanes on systems on the map edge with planets, and 2 hyperlanes 
on planetless systems on the map edge. You cannot block all 3 Weapons.

2. Set Up Players
G. Each player chooses a color and takes the corresponding player pieces: a player board, 

14 ships, 5 cities, 5 starports, and 15 influence cubes.
H. Place each player’s power marker on the “0” space of the Power track.
I. Shuffle all the action cards. Each player draws 6 action cards.  

(You may look at them, but keep them secret from the other players.)
J. In reverse turn order—starting with the last player in turn order and going counterclockwise—

each player takes two turns placing their starting pieces onto empty systems with planets. 
On your first turn, place 1 building and up to 5 ships. On your second turn, place 1 building 
and 5 ships minus the number you placed already.

K. Each player gains the 2 resource tokens matching the planets with their starting pieces, 
and places them on their player board in the leftmost resource spaces in either order.
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The Arc of Play
In a game of Arcs, you will play through a number of hands of action cards.  
In each hand, you will play through several rounds.
Broadly, in a round, each player will take one turn by 
playing an action card to do various actions. After everyone 
takes a turn, players check who will take the first turn of the 
next round. You’ll learn more in Playing a Round (page 8)!
You’ll keep playing rounds until everyone runs out of 
action cards in their hand. At this point, the hand ends, 
players gain Power from any ambitions they fulfilled, and 
everyone draws a new hand of cards. You’ll learn more in 
Ending a Hand (page 14)!
Your first game of Arcs will take 2 to 3 hours. After playing 
a couple, they should take 2 hours or less.

Core Concepts
Power and Ambitions
The main way to gain Power is by completing ambitions. 
Broadly, the player with the initiative marker may choose to 
declare the ambition shown on the action card they play on 
their turn, marking the matching ambition on the map.  
You’ll learn more in Playing a Round (page 8).
At the end of the hand, players will gain Power from 
declared ambitions that they fulfilled best, even if another 
player declared them. One player might also gain Power 
for being the Regent. You’ll learn more in Ending a Hand 
(page 14).

Systems, Voids, and Hyperlanes
The map is composed of many areas, which are either 
systems or voids. Areas that share a border are adjacent.
Voids are black areas with a thick gray border.  
They cannot be moved into.
In games with 3 players, some systems turn into 
hyperlanes. When you move into a hyperlane, you 
immediately move into an adjacent system or hyperlane.
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Planets
A system may have one planet.  
Systems with no planets are called planetless systems.
Every planet is one of five planet types that shows the resource 
that can be taxed from cities on it.
Every planet also has one or two planet slots, which can hold 
cities and starports.

Control
You control a system and its contents (even enemy pieces) if you 
have more undamaged pieces there than each other player.
On a tie, no one controls the system.
Controlling a system lets you move your ships in and out of it 
(page 11), build buildings on its planet if the system has one 
(page 10), and tax any enemy cities there (page 10).

Damage
As you explore the galaxy and battle each other, pieces can 
be damaged, shown by tipping it over. If a damaged piece is 
damaged again, it is destroyed, removing it from the map. 
Damaged pieces do not add to control. Otherwise, they work 
exactly like undamaged pieces unless mentioned otherwise.

The Court
Throughout play, you can place influence cubes on the 4 cards in 
the Court along the edge of the map. 
If you have the most influence on a card in the Court, you can 
take it with the Secure action (page 11). Some resources also let 
you Secure (page 15).

Red has control

Tip to damage

Influencing the Court

Type

Planet

Slot

vs
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Playing a Round
The round is the core part of play. In a round, each player takes one turn, starting with the player 
with the initiative marker. 
Broadly, on your turn, you must play one action card and may take actions by spending its action pips. 
At the end of the round, the initiative marker might change hands depending on the cards played.
Players will keep playing rounds until everyone runs out of action cards. At this point the hand 
ends—players will gain Power, check if the game ends, and draw new action cards.

Step 1: Player with Initiative Takes Turn
As the player with initiative, you must play one action card face up as the lead card. You may take 
one action (pages 10–13) for each action pip on the lead card you spend, as follows:

• Administration pips can be spent to tax, repair, or influence.
• Aggression pips can be spent to battle, move, or secure.
• Construction pips can be spent to build or repair.
• Mobilization pips can be spent to move or influence.

Passing Initiative
If you have initiative, you may choose not to play the lead card and instead pass the initiative. 
Give the initiative marker to the next clockwise player, who will play the lead card. You skip your turn 
for now (so you can’t use Start of Your Turn powers), but you’ll take a turn later this round if you have 
an action card. If everyone passes, discard all action cards and end the hand (page 14).

Declaring an Ambition 
If you have initiative, you may declare the ambition on your played card once at any time during 
your turn. (The “7” action cards have no ambition.)
Take the highest-number ambition marker that isn’t placed yet, and place it in the ambition box 
matching the ambition on your played action card. (An ambition box can hold multiple markers.)
Place the declaration marker to cover the initiative number on the lead card—its initiative number is 
now 0. (Only do this if you place the ambition marker.)
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Mikah is the lead player. She 
plays a Construction card, 
which lets her build or repair. 

Mikah chooses to declare the 
Magnate ambition on her card. 

CONSTRUCTION
Build or Repair

She places the highest available 
ambition marker, worth 
6 Power, in the matching 
ambition box on the map.

This card has 3 action pips. She spends 
one to build, one to repair, and chooses 
not to take a third action.
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Then she covers the card’s initiative 
number with the declaration marker, 
setting it to 0.
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Step 2: Other Players Take Turns
After the player with initiative takes their turn, each other player in clockwise order will take a turn. 
Players with no action cards skip their turn (so they can’t use Start of Your Turn powers).
When it is your turn, you must play an action card in one of these ways:

• Follow: Play an action card face up that matches the lead card’s suit and has a higher number 
than the lead card. You may take actions up to the number of action pips on your card.  
(You only need to play higher than the lead card, not all played cards!)

• Copy: Play any action card face down. You may take only one action of the lead card.
• Pivot: Play any action card face up that does not match the lead card’s suit.  

You may take only one action on your card. (Pivoting does not change the lead suit!)

Seizing the Initiative
If you do not have initiative, and the initiative marker is on its Unseized side, you may seize the 
initiative—take the initiative marker and flip it to its Seized side. You can do this in two ways:

Play Second Card: You may play a second card face down along 
with your first card to seize. You do not get actions from it.

Follow with “7” Card: In games with 4 players, you may Follow with 
a “7” card to seize. You still get the action on this card.

Step 3: Check Initiative
After everyone has taken a turn, check whether the initiative marker changes hands. 
If no one Seized this round, give the initiative to the player who Followed with the highest number. 
If no one Followed, the initiative stays with its current holder.
If someone Seized this round, that player keeps the initiative and flips the initiative to Unseized.

Step 4: Discard Cards and Check for New Round
Discard all played cards into the shared discard pile face down.
If any players have any action cards left in their hand, start the next round.  
Otherwise, end the hand (page 14).
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Lotus played the highest Construction 
card to Follow this round, so they take 
the initiative marker.

After Mikah, Dane takes 
his turn. He plays an 
Aggression card to Pivot 
and chooses to move. 

Lotus takes the next turn. 
They play a “4” Construction 
card to Follow and build 
three times.
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Actions
Tax
Choose any city of yours (regardless of control) or an enemy city you control. Gain the resource token 
of that city’s planet type from the supply. Each city can only be taxed once per turn.
Resources contribute to some ambitions (page 14) and can be spent for special powers (page 15).

Build
Place 1 shipyard or city in an empty slot of a planet you control, or place 1 ship at any starport of yours 
(regardless of control). Each starport can only build one ship per turn.

Mikah taxes three times. First, 
she taxes two of her own Material 
cities, getting her 2 Material. 

Dane builds twice. First, he builds a 
starport at a planet he controls. 

Then he builds a ship. He can place 
the ship at any of his starports, so he 
places it at the starport he just built.

Then she taxes an enemy 
Material city she controls, 
getting her another Material.

She wants to protect one Material, so she 
puts it in the leftmost space, pushing the 
Weapon she has to the right. 
She cares less about the other two 
Material, so she puts them on the right.
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Repair a ship of yours.

Repair a building of yours 
on a planet you control.

OR

Move
Move any number of your ships from one system to an adjacent system or hyperlane (not a void). 
Control: When you move, you must control the system you’re moving from or moving to (meaning 
you have the most undamaged pieces in it).
Starports: When you move from a system with a starport of yours, you may move any number of 
the ships you moved one more time. (You may use your starports on multiple planets to let you 
move multiple extra times with the same original action.)
Hyperlanes: When you move into a hyperlane, you immediately move into an adjacent system or 
hyperlane. (This doesn’t cost more moves. You can even move through a chain of adjacent hyperlanes 
with the same original action!)

Repair
Choose any damaged ship of yours, or choose a damaged  
building of yours that you control. Flip the chosen piece to its  
undamaged side.

Influence
Place one influence cube of yours on any card in the Court.  
(The Court is the card row along the map edge.)

Secure
Take one card from the Court if you have the most influence on 
the card (not tied). 
Resolve any immediate effects on it, and return all influence 
from it to their players’ supplies.
Draw a card from either the court deck or secrets deck and 
place it in the Court.

Lotus takes the Move action. They move 
2 ships from a system they control to an 
adjacent system they do not control.

+
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Battle
1. Choose Battle System: Choose a system where you have any ships.
2. Choose Defender: Choose one player who has any pieces in the 
battle system.
3. Collect Dice: For each ship of yours in the battle system, you may 
collect 1 assault, bombard, or raid die:

• Assault Dice damage the defender quickly at some cost to you.
• Bombard Dice damage them slowly but keep you safe.
• Raid Dice steal stuff from them and damage them but are risky.

Total Dice Limit: You cannot collect more than 6 dice of a type.  
(You may mix types and may collect fewer dice than the maximum.)
Raid Dice Limit: You cannot collect more raid dice than 1 per undamaged 
defending building plus 2 per damaged defending building.
4. Roll and Resolve Dice: Roll all of the collected dice and resolve their 
faces in this order:

1. Take hits with your pieces in the battle system, equal to the 
number of <TAKE> rolled. (See Assigning Hits.)

2. Deal hits to the defender’s pieces in the battle system, equal 
to the number of <DEAL> rolled plus half the number of 
<HALFDEAL> rolled, rounded down. (See Assigning Hits.)

3. Raid the defender’s resources and cards by spending <RAID> 
rolled, if you have any ships left in the battle system. (See Raiding.)

Assault

Bombard

Raid

Hit
Half Hit

Take Hit

Raid

damaged
vs

2
1

2
2

Mikah battles in a system where she has 
5 ships. The system has 1 damaged city 
and 1 ship of Lotus. Mikah chooses to 
battle Lotus.

She can collect up to 5 dice. Among those, 
she can collect up to 2 raid dice. She 
collects 3 assault dice and 2 raid dice.
She rolls the dice and gets 2 <A>, 1 <HA>, 
2 <D>, and 2 <RAID>.
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Assigning Hits
The attacker assigns all hits rolled—you take hits with your pieces in the battle system, and you deal 
hits to the defender’s pieces there. One at a time, resolve each hit by either damaging an undamaged 
piece (tipping it) or by destroying a damaged piece (removing it).
No Suicide: When taking hits, you cannot destroy your buildings if you have ships in the battle system.
Warlord: Place enemy pieces that you destroy on your player board, and place your pieces that are 
destroyed on the defender’s player board. These add to the Warlord ambition (page 14).

Terrorizing
If you destroy a defending city, you also terrorize it:

1. Coerce. Take any card from the Court that has any of your influence or any of the defender’s 
influence, returning its influence to their players.

2. Appall. Discard all of your resources of that city’s type and Guild Support cards of that city’s 
type (even one you just took), returning the resources to the supply. Remove all of your 
remaining influence from cards of that city’s type in the Court.

3. Panic. Gain a resource of that city’s type from the supply and flip it to Terror, placing it in the 
leftmost resource slot without Terror, pushing any resources right. If there’s none in the supply, 
take one from any enemy.

Terror Effects: You cannot influence, tax, or secure anything of your Terror suits (resources, Guild 
cards, etc.). (You can still raid them.) Your Terror adds to the Warlord ambition (page 14).
Terrorizing Outside Battle: Some powers let you terrorize enemy cities outside battle. Resolve all of 
the terrorize steps above, but do not destroy the city.

Raiding
If you have any ships in the battle system after taking hits, you may spend <RAID> you rolled to take 
resources and cards from the defender, spending <RAID> as shown below the resource on the player 
board or at the card bottom. The defender pushes their resources to the left after all raiding is finished.

Lotus Mikah

Mikah must take 2 hits. She chooses 
to destroy 1 ship, which goes on 
Lotus’s player board.

Mikah rolled 2 <A> and 1 <HA>. She deals 2 hits to Lotus, 
and the <HA> is wasted. She damages Lotus’s ship and 
destroys their city, which goes on Mikah’s player board.

Mikah decides to take a card 
from the Market where Lotus 
has the most influence. Ouch.

Mikah spends 2 <RAID> to steal a Relic.  
She could have instead stolen the Material 
and Weapon, each worth 1 <RAID>.

For destroying the Relic city, Mikah 
discards all her Relics and Relic Guild 
cards, then takes a Relic on its Terror side.
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Ending a Hand
At the end of a hand, players score ambitions, check if the game ends, and draw cards.

Step 1: Score Regent
The player who controls the most of their own cities gains 1, 2, 4, 6, or 8 Power for controlling 1 
through 5 cities of theirs. (Don’t add enemy cities they control.) On a tie, no one gains Power.

Step 2: Score Ambitions
Score each ambition on the map that has any ambition markers:

1: Guardian. Control the most planetless systems. (Four players only.)
2: Tyrant. Control the most enemy buildings.
3: Tycoon. Have the most Fuel and Material suits from cards and resources.
4: Warlord. Have the most destroyed pieces plus Terror on their player board. If anyone gains 

Power from this ambition, return all destroyed pieces to their respective supplies.
5: Keeper. Have the most Relic suits from cards and resources.
6: All-Mind. Have the most Psionic suits from cards and resources. 

Wins: The player who best fulfilled an ambition gains the combined Power of all ambition markers 
on it, plus 2 Power for each escalation marker on it.
Ties: On a tie, no one gains Power for that ambition. Instead, place an escalation marker on it for 
each ambition marker that was on it.
After scoring, remove all ambition markers from the map. (Never remove escalation markers!)

Step 3: End Game or Advance Hand
The game ends if any player has at least 23 Power with 3 players or 20 Power with 4 players. 
If the game ends, the player with the most Power is the winner. On a tie, the tied 
player earliest in turn order is the winner.

Step 4: Draw Cards
Shuffle all of the action cards. The player with initiative draws 6 action cards.  
Each other player draws 7 action cards and then discards 1. (Discard face down!)
Also discard any action cards that players did not draw.
Once you’re done, the player with initiative starts the next hand! x6

Mikah controlsDane Mikah

4

MINING GUILDS

Start of Your Turn: You may discard this 
to gain 3 Material.

vs

Dane controls his 2 cities. Mikah controls her 
1 city and Lotus’s 2 cities. Dane controls the 
most cities of his own, so he gains 2 Power.

The Tycoon ambition is worth 10 Power but it’s tied: Mikah 
has 1 Material Guild and 1 Fuel, and Dane has 2 Material. 

No one gains Power for Tycoon, and its 2 ambition 
markers are replaced with 2 escalation markers.

Notably, the All-Mind ambition has an escalation marker on it already, 
but it does not score because it doesn’t have an ambition marker on it.
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Resources
There are five types of resource tokens, corresponding to the five planet types:

Material can be spent at the start of your turn to take a Build or Repair action.

Fuel can be spent at the start of your turn to take a Move action, ignoring the need for control 
even if you move multiple systems in a single action (such as if you move from a starport).

Weapons can be spent at the start of your turn to take a Battle action, or can be spent in a 
battle to collect 2 extra dice. (You cannot exceed your total or raid dice limits.)

Psionic can be spent at the start of your turn to take a Secure action on a non-Secret card or 
move all your influence in the Court to a non-Secret card.

Relics can be spent at the start of your turn to take a Secure action on a Secret card or move all 
your influence in the Court to a Secret card. 

Gaining
The two main ways to gain resources are taxing cities (page 10) and raiding enemies in battle (page 12).
Whenever you gain a resource, you may place it either in the leftmost empty 
resource space or in the leftmost space without Terror (page 13), making room 
by pushing your other resources to the right. Always keep your resources 
pushed as far to the left as possible.
If you ever gain a resource but have no empty resource spaces, you must 
return any resource of yours to the supply. (You can even return the one you 
gained, letting you raid enemy resources back to the supply!)

Spending
When you spend a resource, return it to the supply. You can spend as many resources as you want, 
even many of the same type.
You cannot spend resources if you skip your turn, such as if you pass the initiative or have no action 
cards.

Put on left? 
Push the rest!
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The Fine Print
This section covers some more technical parts of Arcs, as well as some topics to discuss with your 
group so everyone is happy playing!

“Start of Your Turn” Timing
Many powers in Arcs are used at the Start of Your Turn. This time period starts just after you play 
an action card and optionally seize the initiative, and it ends once you spend an action card pip to 
take an action.
You can use as many Start of Your Turn powers as you want, even ones that you gained from other 
ones. For example, you could use the Shipping Guilds card (Start of Your Turn: You may discard 
this to gain 3 Fuel.) to gain Fuel and then spend it.
Remember, passing the initiative makes you skip your turn, so you don’t get to use Start of Your 
Turn powers, and you skip your turn if you don’t have any action cards left.
Rolling Back: There are a lot of Start of Your Turn powers, and players often work out how to use 
them as they’re playing out their turn! Because of this, you’ll want to figure out how comfy your 
group feels about rolling back actions. When we play, we let players roll back actions on their turn or 
even play a different action card on their turn, as long as they haven’t revealed new info, such as by 
drawing cards or rolling dice.

Player Elimination
Rarely, a player will be eliminated. At the end of a player’s turn, if they have no starports or ships 
on the map, they may place 3 ships in any planetless system.
Full Elimination: If a player is eliminated and the game is almost over, the eliminated player might 
judge that they cannot win. If they don’t want to play the rest of the game, that’s fine! Just don’t 
place their ships.

Pieces
Pieces in Arcs are limited by the contents of the box except for influence cubes and escalation 
markers. If you must place or remove more than is possible, do the maximum possible.

Rules Hierarchy
This rulebook supersedes the aid sheets and player boards. 
Generally, card powers supersede this rulebook. However, a rule that uses the term “cannot” is 
absolute—it cannot be superseded unless explicitly named.
Sidebars and text written in italics and parentheses (like this) are clarifications and reminders, 
which are superseded by the core rules they reference.

Unclear Choices and Timings
If two things happen at the same time or in an unclear order, or it is unclear which player should 
make a decision, the player taking their turn chooses the order. If no one is taking a turn, the 
player with the initiative marker chooses the order.

Negotiations
Players may make deals and promises, but they are not binding. Players cannot give each other 
pieces unless a power allows it.
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Private Information
Players cannot say the numbers or suits of the action cards in their hand or show these cards to anyone 
else. All other information is public.
Discussing Actions: Beyond this rule, your group should discuss what feels fair to say about potential 
actions. When we play, we think it’s fine to talk about your intended actions, like “Don’t worry, I can 
battle them” or “I plan to win that card in the Court.” This does imply that you have certain action card 
suits, but you could also plausibly do it by Copying a lead card or using a resource or Guild Support 
card. Likewise, we think it’s fine to say “Please lead Aggression” but not ask “Can you lead Aggression?”
Split Discard Piles: To speed up play, we give the rule that action cards are discarded face down even 
if they were played face up. However, this benefits players with good memory, which your group may 
not find fair, or perhaps your group wants to count cards exactly. If you’re okay with a slower and more 
analytical game, you may play with two action discard piles—one for cards played face down, and one 
for cards played face up. If you’re ever prompted to draw from the action discard pile, shuffle both piles 
together facedown.

Glossary
Adjacent: Sharing a map border.
Building: Cities, and starports. In the campaign, also domes and towers.
Control: You control a system and its contents if you have more undamaged pieces there than each 
other player. On a tie, no one controls the system.
Damage: Tip over an undamaged piece on the map.
Destroy: Remove a piece from the map. In battle, put destroyed pieces of the defender on the attacker’s 
player board, and vice versa. Outside battle, put enemy pieces you destroy on your player board, and 
return pieces you destroy of your own to your supply.
Empty: Containing no piece.
Hand: The time in which players play rounds until they all run out of action cards.
Hit: Either damage an undamaged piece or destroy a damaged piece.
Piece: Any component.
Round: The time in which each player takes a turn.
Seize the Initiative: Take an Unseized initiative marker from the player with initiative, and flip it to 
Seized. The player with initiative cannot seize the initiative.
Swap: Replace a piece with another. If the old piece was damaged, place a damaged piece.
System: An enclosed, thin-bordered map area that can be moved into.
Terrorize: See Terrorizing on page 13.
Turn: The time in which a single player plays an action card and may take actions. They skip their turn if 
they pass the initiative or don’t have any action cards.
Unit: Ships. In the campaign, also agents.
Void: An enclosed, dark, thick-bordered map area that cannot be moved into.
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Index
Actions
 Battle, 12
 Build, 10
 Influence, 11
 Move, 11
 Repair, 11
 Secure, 11
 Tax, 10
Action cards, 8-9
Adjacency, 7
Ambitions
 Declaring, 8
 List of, 14
 Scoring, 14
Box organization, 3
Cannot, 16
Cities
 Gaining Power from, 14
 Taxing resources from, 10 (Tax)
Control, 7
 And building, 10

And movement, 11
Court, 7
 Placing influence on, 11 (Influence)
 Securing cards from, 11 (Secure)
Damage, 7, 13

And control, 7
Deals, 16
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Initiative, 9
Hits, 12-13
How-to-play video, 6
Hyperlanes, 6
Negotiations, 16
Pieces
 Building, 10 (Build)
 Damaging, 7, 13

Destroying, 13
 Limits on, 16
 Types of, 2-3
Power
 Gaining, 14
Planets, 7
Raiding, 13
 Dice collection limits of, 12
Resources, 15
 Gaining, 10 (Tax)
 Spending, 15
Seizing initiative, 9
starports
 Building ships with, 10 (Build)
 Extra move from, 11 (Move)
Start of Your Turn powers, 16
Simultaneous Timing, 16
Systems, 7

Adjacency of, 7
Moving between, 11 (Move)

Terror, 13 (Terrorizing)
Voids, 7

Index
Actions
 Battle, 12
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 Influence, 11
 Move, 11
 Repair, 11
 Secure, 11
 Tax, 10
Action cards, 8-9
Adjacency, 7
Ambitions
 Declaring, 8
 List of, 14
 Scoring, 14
Box organization, 3
Cannot, 16
Cities
 Gaining Power from, 14
 Taxing resources from, 10 (Tax)
Control, 7
 And building, 10

And movement, 11
Court, 7
 Placing influence on, 11 (Influence)
 Securing cards from, 11 (Secure)
Damage, 7, 13

And control, 7
Deals, 16
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Credits
Weird Things About Arcs
You can play off suit. If you’ve played other games in the trick-taking genre, you may think that you 
must follow the lead suit if you can. You don’t! You can always play off-suit to Copy or Pivot.
Following does not require playing a higher card than everyone. To Follow, you just need to 
exceed the number of the lead card. It doesn’t matter if a non-lead card has a higher number than 
the card you’re playing.
You can destroy buildings before other pieces. If you’ve played our game Root, you may think you 
need to destroy all of the defender’s ships before you can damage their buildings. Nope! You can 
destroy buildings before ships.
Hits in battle are not limited by pieces. Unlike in Root, the maximum number of hits you can deal 
or take does not depend on the number of attacking or defending pieces. But you should know 
that bombard dice will never deal hits to the attacker, and you are not forced to roll the maximum 
number of dice that you’re allowed to.
Need a replacement part?
ledergames.com/replacements
More questions? Want to learn more?
ledergames.com/arcs

Learn Fast, Play Fast!
If you'd like to learn Arcs by watching a how-to-play video, use the QR code below.
You can also find it in the Resources section for Arcs on our site: ledergames.com/arcs


